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Running with the Champ
In this remarkable book, Bingham presents the best of
his stunning photographs of Ali's dramatic, thrilling
and tumultuous life, recording every facet over a
thirty-year period.

Muhammad Ali
Winner of the 2018 PEN/ESPN Award for Literary
Sports Writing Winner of The Times Sports Biography
of the Year “As Muhammad Ali’s life was an epic of a
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life so Ali: A Life is an epic of a biography . . . pages in
succession its narrative reads like a novel—a
suspenseful novel with a cast of vivid characters.” –
Joyce Carol Oates, New York Times Book Review
Muhammad Ali was born Cassius Clay in racially
segregated Louisville, Kentucky, the son of a sign
painter and a housekeeper. He went on to become a
heavyweight boxer with a dazzling mix of power and
speed, a warrior for racial pride, a comedian, a
preacher, a poet, a draft resister, an actor, and a
lover. Millions hated him when he changed his
religion, changed his name, and refused to fight in the
Vietnam War. He fought his way back, winning hearts,
but at great cost. Jonathan Eig, hailed by Ken Burns as
one of America’s master storytellers, sheds important
new light on Ali’s politics, religion, personal life, and
neurological condition through unprecedented access
to all the key people in Ali’s life, more than 500
interviews and thousands of pages of previously
unreleased FBI and Justice Department files and
audiotaped interviews from the 1960s. Ali: A Life is a
story about America, about race, about a brutal sport,
and about a courageous man who shook up the world.

The Greatest: My Own Story
In graphic novel format, chronicles the life of the
legendary boxer who, in addition to his skills as a
pugilist, is known for his Muslim faith and for refusing
to fight in the Vietnam War.

Sneaker Freaker. The Ultimate Sneaker
Book!
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- Exclusive never-before-seen photos of Ali and other
stars of the '70s boxing scene- Celebrates one of the
greatest heavyweight champions of all time, as well
as those who went up against him in the ring- This
edition also includes a special introductory essay by
the late, great Jimmy BreslinFrom award-wining
photographer Michael Brennan comes a book
highlighting his extensive archive of powerful and
sometimes very moving images from the world of
boxing. They Must Fall: Muhammad Ali and the Men
He Fought features images of not only Ali, the
'Greatest of All Time', but also of the men he fought in
the ring. Brennan located former opponents for a
special feature that ran over several pages in Sports
Illustrated, to discover for himself where these great
athletes ended up. "Around 1978, I had been in
Houston, Texas photographing former Ali opponent
George Foreman who had then reinvented himself as
a roadside preacher. On the plane back to NYC, I
thought, 'if that's what George is doing I wonder what
the rest of his opponents are up to?' I set out to track
down as many of the old guys as I could find. I really
had no idea what I was going to do with the project.
My first old opponent was coincidentally Ali's very first
professional opponent, a man called Tunney
Hunsaker. He was, at that time, the Police Chief of
Fayetteville, West Virginia. After finding eight or nine
guys, through a friend I pitched the idea to a guy
called Gil Rogin, then the Editor of Sports Illustrated.
I'm not exaggerating when I say he was 'all over it'
immediately. He then commissioned me to track
down many more." Willie Besmanoff, who fought Ali in
1961, became a youth counsellor. George Logan, who
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lost in a technical knockout in 1962, became a school
truancy officer. When Brennen took photos of Joe
Frazier in 1979, he was performing as a cabaret
singer. Frazier fought Ali three times, winning the first
fight in a famed Madison Square Garden match in
1971, but later lost in 1974 and 1975. Buster Mathis,
who lost in 1971, went on to load trucks. George
Foreman, who lost by a knockout in the 8th round in
1974, reinvented himself as a roadside preacher in
1978. This unique book is a look through Brennan's
archive with a spotlight on the 1970s. It will contain
several never-before-seen photos. With text
throughout by Michael Brennan, including his original
1981 Sports Illustrated essay, this is an eye-opening
and fascinating account of Ali and the men who
challenged him in the ring. This edition also includes a
special introductory essay by the late, great Jimmy
Breslin.

King of the World
Chronicles the life of legendary boxer Muhammad
Ali--born Cassius Clay--and focuses on his prechampion bouts, his career management, legacy, and
promotion.

Muhammad Ali
When Muhammad Ali met Joe Frazier in Manila for
their third fight, their rivalry had spun out of control.
The Ali-Frazier matchup had become a madness,
inflamed by the media and the politics of race. When
the "Thrilla in Manila" was over, one man was left with
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a ruin of a life; the other was battered to his soul.
Mark Kram covered that fight for Sports Illustrated in
an award-winning article. Now his riveting book
reappraises the boxers -- who they are and who they
were. And in a voice as powerful as a heavyweight
punch, Kram explodes the myths surrounding each
fighter, particularly Ali. A controversial, no-holdsbarred account, Ghosts of Manila ranks with the finest
boxing books ever written.

I Shook Up the World
THE FIGHTER. THE ACTIVIST. THE MAN. THE ICON. An
officially authorized collection, Muhammad Ali
Unfiltered is Jeter Publishing’s intimate look at one of
the most inspiring figures of our age. Celebrate the
life of Muhammad Ali in these 200-plus pages of
images, quotes, and tributes to the Greatest of All
Time. Millions of words have been said about
Muhammad Ali—at least half of those by the fighter
himself. Brought to the world stage through boxing,
he transcended the sport with his quick feet, quick
fists, and even quicker mouth. Not content to be
idolized as a celebrity, he reached out to encounter
the world as it was, always striving to make it a better
place for everyone. A foreword and a eulogy by the
legend’s widow, Lonnie Ali, sit alongside Muhammad
Ali’s wit, wisdom, and inimitably photogenic self to
paint a rounded portrait of a man who strove to get
the most out of life and live well. Including his
extemporaneous “Getting Ready to Meet God” speech
and featuring more than 200 rare and iconic photos,
many rare or exclusive, Muhammad Ali Unfiltered
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brings you the Greatest of All Time like you’ve never
seen him before. Boxer. Believer. Father. Husband.
Legend. Muhammad Ali proved that one person can
change the world.

The Greatest
The Fight
Scheduled for publication in the same month as three
significant anniversaries in Ali's ring career: his return
from ring exile against Joe Quarry (35 years ago), his
climactic third fight against Joe Frazier (30 years ago)
and the beating he absorbed at the hands of Larry
Holmes (25 years ago). 'Muhammad Ali: The Lost
Legacy' is the most important work on its subject
since 'Muhammad Ali: His Life and Times' was
published to international acclaim 14 years ago.
Thomas Hauser has continued to observe and
comment upon Ali with a series of essays that are
published here as a collection for the first time,
including one final previously unpublished essay.
Forty-one black and white photos of Ali accompany
the text. 'Muhammad Ali: The Lost Legacy' fills in the
gaps in the record of Ali's life from beginning to end.
Ali's love affair with the world reached its zenith in
1996, when he was chosen to light the Olympic flame
in Atlanta. But since then,' writes Hauser, 'there has
been a determined effort to rewrite history. In order
to take advantage of Ali's economic potential. All of
the rough edges are being filed away from Ali's life
story and he has been turned into a virtual Disney
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character.' Hauser believes Ali's legend is now
imperilled and there has been a deliberate distortion
in what Ali once believed, said and stood for, that it
has been deemed desirable to sanitise him so
promoters can take advantage of his commercial
appeal.

Muhammad Ali Unfiltered
A condensed edition of the best-selling Basquiat
monograph. Pristine reproductions of Basquiat's
seminal paintings, drawings, and notebook sketches,
as well as texts by editor Hans Werner Holzwarth and
curator and art historian Eleanor Nairne, bring us up
close and personal to a legend synonymous with
1980s New York.

Twelve Rounds to Glory
Former boxing legend Muhammad Ali, one of the bestknown and best-loved celebrities and an international
good-will ambassador, offers inspiration and hope as
he describes the spiritual philosophy that sustains
him. "During my boxing career, you did not see the
real Muhammad Ali. You just saw a little boxing. You
saw only a part of me. After I retired from boxing my
true work began. I have embarked on a journey of
love." So Muhammad Ali begins this spiritual memoir,
his description of the values that have shaped and
sustained him and that continue to guide his life. In
The Soul of a Butterfly the great champion takes
readers on a spiritual journey through the seasons of
life, from childhood to the present, and shares the
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beliefs that have served him well. After fighting some
of the fiercest bouts in boxing history against Joe
Frazier and George Foreman, today Muhammad Ali
faces his most powerful foe—outside the boxing ring.
Like many people, he battles an illness that limits his
physical abilities, but as he says, "I have gained more
than I have lost.I have never had a more powerful
voice than I have now." Ali reflects on his faith in God
and the strength it gave him during his greatest
challenge, when he lost the prime years of his boxing
career because he would not compromise his beliefs.
He describes how his study of true Islam has helped
him accept the changes in his life and has brought
him to a greater awareness of life's true purpose. As a
United Nations "Messenger of Peace," he has traveled
widely, and he describes his 2002 mission to
Afghanistan to heighten public awareness of that
country's desperate situation, as well as his more
recent meeting with the Dalai Lama. Ali's reflections
on topics ranging from moral courage to belief in God
to respect for those who differ from us will inspire and
enlighten all who read them. Written with the
assistance of his daughter Hana, The Soul of a
Butterfly is a compassionate and heartfelt book that
will provide comfort for our troubled times.

Greatest of All Time
Muhammad Ali is known as "The Greatest" not just
because of his Champion status but also because of
his life-long humanitarian work outside of the ring.
This book chronicles his life from the start of his
career as Cassius Clay up to his death and funeral in
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June 2016. Muhammad Ali is an icon in and out of the
sporting world and this commemorative edition
honors his memory with over 300 photographs from
the Daily Mail archive and Getty images.

The Execution of Charles Horman
Offers the history of "Vanity Fair" by presenting how
the magazine displayed American culture in the many
decades of its operation, including the Jazz Age, the
Depression, the Reagan Years, and the Information
Age.

The Soul of a Butterfly
New in the Little People, BIG DREAMS series, discover
the incredible life of Muhammad Ali, "the greatest"
boxer of all time. When he was little, Muhammad Ali
had his bicycle stolen. He wanted to fight the thief,
but a policeman told him him to learn how to box first.
After training hard in the gym, Muhammad developed
a strong jab and an even stronger work ethic. His
smart thinking and talking earned him the greatest
title in boxing: Heavyweight Champion of the World.
This moving book features stylish and quirky
illustrations and extra facts at the back, including a
biographical timeline with historical photos and a
detailed profile of "The Greatest's" life. Little People,
BIG DREAMS is a best-selling series of books and
educational games that explore the lives of
outstanding people, from designers and artists to
scientists and activists. All of them achieved
incredible things, yet each began life as a child with a
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dream. This empowering series offers inspiring
messages to children of all ages, in a range of
formats. The board books are told in simple
sentences, perfect for reading aloud to babies and
toddlers. The hardcover versions present expanded
stories for beginning readers. Boxed gift sets allow
you to collect a selection of the books by theme.
Paper dolls, learning cards, matching games, and
other fun learning tools provide even more ways to
make the lives of these role models accessible to
children. Inspire the next generation of outstanding
people who will change the world with Little People,
BIG DREAMS!

Muhammad Ali Reader
Award-winning writer JD Morvan and renowned
photographer Abbas' stunning graphic novel
masterpiece which uses iconic photos to uniquely
illustrate the historical 'Rumble in the Jungle' boxing
match between Muhammad Ali and George Foreman.
On the 30 th October 1974, the most famous boxing
match of the 20 th Century took place. Nicknamed the
"Rumble in the Jungle", it pitted Muhammad Ali,
desperate to win back his world champion belt, and
George Foreman, the current holder, against each
other. Foreman had just KO'd the only two boxers to
have ever beaten Ali. By his own admission, Ali was
terrified of facing him in the ring Now, the
photojournalist Abbas immortalises this legendary
meeting, having kept his photos in his personal
archives for 36 years before unveiling them to the
world. In a cross between a documentary, photo
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report and graphic novel, this book reveals the
context of the most powerful photographs taken by
one of the greatest photographers of the Magnum
Photos agency. Enriched by the testimony of Abbas
himself, Jean-David Morvan's script is rigorously
brought to life by artist Rafael Ortiz.

Vanity Fair 100 Years
Showcases the boxer's poetry and insights into
African American pride, poverty, racism, sport,
charity, and religion accompanied by never-beforepublished photographs and family anecdotes.

Basquiat - 40 Years
In the time I spent with these two legends, Ali and
Schwarzenneger, I learned the secret to what makes
a great champion. Ali and Schwarzenneger uniquely
invoke this secret. It’s elegant in its simplicity and one
of the most profound lessons I have ever learned.
Arnold Schwarzenegger does not seem to be
comparable to Muhammad Ali on the surface. But look
closer. Both Ali and Schwarzenegger came from
nowhere to win titles. Both men were great physical
specimens, but later became known for their wit,
humanity and crowd-pleasing naturenot merely for
their brawn. And, of course, both men became known
as two of the greatest icons of their time. They did it
largely because they were both able to overcome
stereotypes and false perceptions. They are
champions, Titans of their generation, for one simple
reason: It never occurred to them that they weren’t
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champions. These two men had an unprecedented
awareness, a power within them, which expressed a
winner. And, it was merely a matter of time before the
rest of the world recognized them as champions. This
is a black and white photo essay of Muhammad Ali
and Arnold Schwarzenegger during their early years,
training for their titles.

Champion
The “affectionate…charming” (Kirkus Reviews) story
of Tim Shanahan’s remarkable and little-known fortyyear friendship with boxing legend Muhammad Ali,
filled with stories never told as well as never-beforepublished personal photos. In 1975, Tim Shanahan
was a medical instruments salesman living in Chicago
and working with a charity that arranged for pro
athletes to speak to underprivileged kids. Muhammad
Ali had just reclaimed his title as heavyweight
champion of the world by defeating George Foreman
(the “Rumble in the Jungle”) and then successfully
defended it in a rematch against Joe Frazier (the
“Thrilla in Manila”). When Shanahan learned Ali was
planning a move to Chicago, he contacted the Champ
to ask whether he would participate in the charity
program. Not only did Ali agree, he invited Shanahan
to his new home, where the two spent a night talking,
laughing, and bonding over bowls of ice cream—the
beginning of an incredible friendship. Ali soon enlisted
Shanahan as his early morning running partner.
Quickly, Shanahan became a trusted confidant and
travel companion, and Ali often stunned strangers by
introducing Shanahan as his cousin. The two grew
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even closer over family dinners with Shanahan’s wife,
Helga, and Ali’s wife, Veronica. Shanahan was with Ali
as the Champ trained for his legendary battles with
Ken Norton, Earnie Shavers, Leon Spinks, and Larry
Holmes, and moved to Los Angeles with Ali when the
Champ prepared for a life after boxing. Shanahan was
a recipient of and witness to Ali’s tremendous
generosity, and as Ali’s health began to deteriorate,
Shanahan had a chance to return the favor,
encouraging and comforting his ailing friend. Running
with the Champ is an insightful personal portrait of
the Greatest of All Time. But, above all, it is a
touching, candid narrative of an extraordinary
friendship that continued until Ali's death.

Muhammad Ali
"I am the greatest! I am the king!" Muhammad Ali was
one of the most electrifying, inspiring, and
confrontational athletes of his generation. At the
height of his boxing career, Ali was as despised as he
was adored. Loud and aggressive as well as confident
and dedicated, he was the quintessential showman,
the undeniable champion of his sport, and one of the
most recognizable faces in the world. He was
challenged at every turn: faced with racial
discrimination in his everyday life, mocked by the
sports media as his career began, ridiculed for
adopting a new religion, and stripped by the U.S.
government of his very livelihood for refusing to go to
war. Muhammad Ali faced the obstacles in his life the
way he faced his opponents in the ring, brashly and
with all the force at his command. In his private life,
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he was also deeply spiritual, committed to standing
up against social injustice, and steadfast in his beliefs.
Featuring stunning illustrations and covering his
entire life from childhood through his professional
career to his end of life battle with Parkinson's
Syndrome, this is a moving tribute to the legacy of
this impressive figure.

Muhammad Ali, Kinshasa 1974
GOAT - GREATEST OF ALL TIME: A Tribute to
Muhammad Ali " the biggest, heaviest, most radiant
thing ever printed in the history of civilization. - Der
Spiegel, Hamburg, October 6, 2003 Muhammad Ali is
one of the most remarkable personalities of our time
and the greatest sportsman ever to walk the earth. To
honor this living legend, TASCHEN has created a work
that is epic in scale and as unique and vibrant as the
man himself. A worthy tribute to his life should reflect
the scale of his achievements, and GOAT - GREATEST
OF ALL TIME is fully up to that task: The Collector's
Edition: No. 1,001 - 10,000 The "Collector's Edition"
shows Ali's torso with pink lettering. Limited to 9,000
individually numbered copies, each one signed by
Muhammad Ali and Jeff Koons. Every "Collector's
Edition" comes with the photo-litho Radial Champs by
Jeff Koons in the size 50 x 40 cm (20" x 16"). Over
3,000 images - photographs, art and memorabilia,
much of it published for the first time - from over 150
photographers and artists. Original essays and the
best interviews and writing on the Champ of the last
five decades, from hundreds of writers, totaling
600,000 words. XXL-format: 792 pages, including two
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gatefold sequences measuring 200 cm x 50 cm (80" x
20") and nine gold-metallic double-page spreads
printed in silkscreen, open each chapter. Measuring
50 cm x 50 cm (20" x 20"), GOAT tips the scales at 34
kgs (75 lbs). Each copy comes in a silk-covered box
illustrated with Neil Leifer's iconic 1966 photo, Ali vs
Williams. Bound by the official bindery for the Vatican,
in pink leather, the color of Ali's first Cadillac. The
bindery, specializing in the most elaborate and
oversized editions of the Bible and the Koran,
enforces the strictest standards of quality control and
only several hundred copies can be assembled per
week. Utilizing state-of-the-art digital technology, no
expense has been spared to restore the original
photographic materials to the highest possible
standards. The results of this effort create
unparalleled intensity and range in the colors, and
exquisite tone and density within the duotone images.
Eight-color printing on Galaxi Keramik 200 gsm semimatte paper with gloss varnish on all images.
Prioritized delivery of GOAT has started in the Spring
of 2004. As copies are completed they will ship to
customers in the order in which the pre-orders were
received. "Full of stunning, never seen before
photographs and articles, GOAT will fairly take your
breath away with its sheer beauty and size. The book
is a must-have collector's item." --In Press, Manila, on
GOAT

So what
I Shook Up the World is an illustrated tribute to
Muhammad Ali written by his oldest daughter,
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Maryum. The book tells Ali’s story from the beginning
to the present—how he started boxing, earned an
Olympic Gold Medal, won the heavyweight
championship, worked for civil rights, and made a
principled stand against the Vietnam War. Ali’s
trademark rhyming, a joy to him and the bane of his
opponents, in interspersed throughout the “rounds”
(chapters). Young readers will appreciate Patrick
Johnson’s colorful illustrations and the introduction
provided by the great man himself. A historical
timeline of Ali’s life is included.

Healing
The bestselling biography of Muhammad Ali--with an
Introduction by Salman Rushdie On the night in 1964
that Muhammad Ali (then known as Cassius Clay)
stepped into the ring with Sonny Liston, he was widely
regarded as an irritating freak who danced and talked
way too much. Six rounds later Ali was not only the
new world heavyweight boxing champion: He was "a
new kind of black man" who would shortly transform
America's racial politics, its popular culture, and its
notions of heroism. No one has captured Ali--and the
era that he exhilarated and sometimes
infuriated--with greater vibrancy, drama, and
astuteness than David Remnick, the Pulitzer Prizewinning author of Lenin's Tomb (and editor of The
New Yorker). In charting Ali's rise from the gyms of
Louisville, Kentucky, to his epochal fights against
Liston and Floyd Patterson, Remnick creates a canvas
of unparalleled richness. He gives us empathetic
portraits of wisecracking sportswriters and bonePage 16/28
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breaking mobsters; of the baleful Liston and the
haunted Patterson; of an audacious Norman Mailer
and an enigmatic Malcolm X. Most of all, King of the
World does justice to the speed, grace, courage,
humor, and ebullience of one of the greatest athletes
and irresistibly dynamic personalities of our time.

Muhammad Ali
From two heavy-hitters in children's literature comes
a critically acclaimed biographical novel of cultural
icon Muhammad Ali. *"This utterly delightful story
about Ali's childhood is a smash hit." --School Library
Journal (starred review) Five starred reviews! Before
he was a household name, Cassius Clay was a kid
with struggles like any other. Kwame Alexander and
James Patterson join forces to vividly depict his life up
to age seventeen in both prose and verse, including
his childhood friends, struggles in school, the racism
he faced, and his discovery of boxing. Readers will
learn about Cassius' family and neighbors in
Louisville, Kentucky, and how, after a thief stole his
bike, Cassius began training as an amateur boxer at
age twelve. Before long, he won his first Golden
Gloves bout and began his transformation into the
unrivaled Muhammad Ali. Fully authorized by and
written in cooperation with the Muhammad Ali estate,
and vividly brought to life by Dawud Anyabwile's
dynamic artwork, Becoming Muhammad Ali captures
the budding charisma and youthful personality of one
of the greatest sports heroes of all time.

Becoming Muhammad Ali
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George Plimpton makes his riskiest foray into
participatory journalism -- stepping into the ring
against a champion boxer -- in Shadow Box,
repackaged and including never-before-seen content
from the Plimpton archives. Stepping into the ring
against light-heavyweight champion Archie Moore,
George Plimpton pauses to wonder what ever induced
him to become a participatory journalist. Bloodied but
unbowed, he holds his own in the bout -- and lives to
tell, in this timeless book on boxing and its devotees,
among them Ali, Joe Frazier, Ernest Hemingway, and
Norman Mailer. Shadow Box is one of Plimpton's most
engaging studies of professional sport, told through
the eyes of an inquisitive and astute amateur. From
the gym, the locker room, ringside, and even in the
harsh glare of the ring itself, Plimpton documents
what it is like to be a boxer, an artist of mayhem.

Muhammad Ali
Originally published: Boston: Little, Brown, 1975.

More Than a Hero
Ali
Every Sneaker Story Worth Telling! A 15-year
anthology of cult magazine Sneaker Freaker When
self-acclaimed Sneakerhead Simon "Woody" Wood
decided to pursue his love of sneakers--and freebie
footwear--with a publication, the mighty Sneaker
Freaker was born. From its punk fanzine style first
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edition in 2002 to today's slick print and online
operation, the independent magazine has remained
at the fore of the global sneaker scene, documenting
every collab, limited edition, retro reissue,
Quickstrike, custom shoe and more, with raw,
fastidious passion. This massive anthology celebrates
15 years of Sneaker Freaker, featuring the magazine's
finest pages together with over 130 pages of expert
sneaker content never seen before. As "funny and
serious, meaningful and pointless at the same time"
as the magazine's own ethos, the book packs in more
than 650 pages of dense insider knowledge, hundreds
of beautiful photos, as well as Woody's own
obsessional observations. The book rollicks through
some 100 years of sneaker history, documenting Air
Max, Air Force, All Stars, Dapper Dan, Michael Jordan,
Reebok Pump, and Nike Skateboarding, alongside
more obscure treasures like Troop, SPX, and Vision
Street Wear. All the major sneaker moments are all
there, from Kanye to adidas Futurecraft, Nike Air
Force 1 to New Balance, as well as landmark collabs,
leading advertising campaigns, and crux talking
points, not least Nike vs adidas. All Sneaker Freaker
pages have been meticulously redesigned for this
book edition, with fresh updates bringing every story
up to speed, while preserving the charm of the
original prose. Through all the limited editions,
customs, retro reissues, and samples, this is the
definitive source of sneaker knowledge you'll love as
hard as your Beaters. "The most definitive sneaker
culture magazine on the planet!" -- MTV

Muhammad Ali
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The undisputed heavyweight champion of boxing
books, at a knockout price "This is not a book. This is
a monument on paper, the most megalomaniacal
book in the history of civilization, the biggest,
heaviest, most radiant thing ever printed - Ali's last
victory." — Der Spiegel, Hamburg Universally
acclaimed as the greatest sportsman of the modern
era, someone who transformed not just his sport but
the cultural status of athletes everywhere,
Muhammad Ali still towers over the "sweet science" of
boxing, more than three decades after announcing his
retirement. Acknowledged as one of the most
remarkable personalities of our time and undoubtedly
the most popular sporting personality ever, his status
as the finest heavyweight champion to grace a ring is
beyond all doubt. To honor this living legend,
TASCHEN created an epic book, as powerful and
vibrant as the man himself, a phenomenal artefact
that reflects the scale of Ali's many achievements:
GREATEST OF ALL TIME - A TRIBUTE TO MUHAMMAD
ALI is a book with the power, courage, depth,
creativity and dazzling energy of its extraordinary
subject. Containing thousands of
images—photography, art and memorabilia—from
over 100 photographers and artists, 2 gatefold
sequences, original essays as well as the best
interviews and writing of the last five decades round
off the picture of the Champ, this monumental
publication is finally available in an affordable,
unlimited edition. Today, seven years after the
publication of GOAT, we are proud to publish this
affordable edition at last so that Ali's genius can be
shared with the widest possible audience. Smaller in
size but not in impact, this new version brings the
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people's champ to the people.

The Champ
A one-of-a-kind volume, "The Muhammad Ali Reader"
collects 30 of the best writings about the boxing
legend in an incredible anthology by the greatest
about "the Greatest". 16 photos.

Muhammad Ali: His Life and Times
Stripping away the revisionism to reveal the true
nature of the man himself, this new book recounts the
life journey of a fighter universally recognized as a
unique and treasured world icon. Few global
personalities have commanded an all-encompassing
sporting and cultural audience like Muhammad Ali.
Many have tried to interpret his impact and legacy
into words. Now, Muhammad Ali: A Tribute to the
Greatest allows us to more fully appreciate the
truth—and understand both the man and the ways in
which he helped recalibrate how the world perceives
its transcendent figures. In this celebratory volume,
New York Times bestselling author Thomas Hauser
provides a compelling retrospective of Ali’s life.
relying on personal insights, interviews with close
associates and other contemporaries, and memories
gathered over the course of decades on the cutting
edge of boxing journalism, Hauser explores Ali in
colorful detail inside and outside the ring. Muhammad
Ali has attained mythical status. But in recent years,
he has been subjected to an image makeover by
corporate America as it seeks to homogenize the
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electrifying nature of his persona. Hauser argues that
there has been a deliberate distortion of what Ali
believed, said, and stood for, and that making Ali
more presentable for advertising purposes by
sanitizing his legacy is a disservice to history as well
as to Ali himself.

Picture
One of the most recognisable, respected and
inspirational men on earth, Muhammad Ali is the
world's most famous boxing hero. Ali brought
unprecedented speed and grace to the sport, and his
charm and wit changed forever what the world
expects of a champion athlete. In the words of over
two hundred of Ali's family members, associates,
opponents, friends and enemies, this comprehensive
and honest portrait relates his legendary sporting
accomplishments, as well as the high drama of life
outside the boxing ring. From Olympic gold in Rome,
to stunning victory over George Foreman in Zaire,
every historic victory and defeat of Ali's career is
covered. His controversial embrace of the Nation of
Islam - with the renunciation of his 'slave name',
Cassius Clay - and the historic refusal to be inducted
into the US Army makes for compelling reading. Ali
became America's first national conscientious
objector, and with a willingness to stage his fights in
Third World locales, he continued his advocacy for
people in need which was honoured in 2000 when he
became a United Nations Messenger of Peace.
Charismatic, dedicated and a skilful self-publicist, Ali
is the living embodiment of the American Dream. This
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is the biography to match his achievements.

Shadow Box
At Home with Muhammad Ali
The legendary boxer’s personal photographer from
1977–1978 shares fascinating stories and stunning
rare photographs. Michael Gaffney traveled the world
with Muhammad Ali, covered three fights, took eight
thousand photographs, and produced hours of
recordings that, pieced together in this book, define
and reveal an authentic Ali. Poignant, funny, and
brutally honest, this book reveals the struggles of the
legendary fighter who fought to stay in the game he
loved. This is a dramatic and up-close look at the
trilogy of Ali’s fights from 1977–1978: A tough win
against Earnie Shavers, a shocking loss to Leon
Spinks, and a glorious redemptive comeback victory
to win the World Heavyweight Championship for an
unprecedented third time, a feat never accomplished
before or since. Filled with dramatic photos, The
Champ is also a compelling personal journey inside
the good heart and courageous spirit of one of the
most extraordinary people of our lifetime. “The
Champ is one helluva achievement and one helluva
book.” —Bert Randolph Sugar, Hall of Fame boxing
historian

They Must Fall
Created as part of an international campaign to
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combat bigotry and prejudice, an inspirational,
beautifully designed journal features illuminating
quotations to help readers reflect on the issues of
tolerance, brotherhood, and understanding.

Ghosts of Manila
A collection of selected poetry written in both English
and Arabic by Palestinian poet Taha Muhammad Ali.

Muhammad Ali: A Tribute to the Greatest
In his own words, the heavyweight champion of the
world pulls no punches as he chronicles the battles he
faced in and out of the ring in this fascinating memoir
edited by Nobel Prize-winning novelist, Toni Morrison.
Growing up in the South, surrounded by racial bigotry
and discrimination, Ali fought not just for a living, but
also for respect and rewards far more precious than
money or glory. He was named Sportsman of the
Century by Sports Illustrated and the BBC. Ali
redefined what it meant to be an athlete by giving
hope to millions around the world and inspiring us all
to fight for what is important to us. This is a
multifaceted portrait of Muhammad Ali only he could
render: sports legend; unapologetic anti-war
advocate; outrageous showman and gracious goodwill
ambassador; fighter, lover, poet, and provocateur; an
irresistible force to be reckoned with. Who better to
tell the tale than the man who went the distance
living it?

Muhammad Ali
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A brief biography in verse of boxer Muhammad Ali.

Goat
Muhammad Ali’s daughter captures the legendary
heavyweight boxing champion, Olympic Gold
medalist, activist, and philanthropist as never before
in this candid and intimate family memoir, based on
personal recordings he kept throughout his adult life.
Athlete. Activist. Champion. Ambassador. Icon.
Father. The greatest, Muhammad Ali, is all of these
things. In this candid family memoir, Hana Ali
illuminates this momentous figure as only a daughter
can. As Ali approached the end of his astonishing
boxing career, he embraced a new purpose and role,
turning his focus to his family and friends. In that role,
he took center stage as an ambassador for peace and
friendship. Dedicated to preserving his family’s
unique history, Ali began recording a series of audio
diaries in the 1970s, which his daughter later
inherited. Through these private tapes, as well as
personal journals, love letters, cherished memories,
and many never-before-seen photographs, she
reveals a complex man devoted to keeping all nine of
his children united, and to helping others. Hana gives
us a privileged glimpse inside the Ali home, sharing
the everyday adventures her family experienced—all
so “normal,” with visitors such as Clint Eastwood and
John Travolta dropping by. She shares the joy and
laughter, the hardship and pain, and, most
importantly, the dedication and love that has bonded
them. “It’s been said that my father is one of the most
written-about people in the world,” Hana writes. “As
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the chronicles continue to grow, the deepest and
most essential essence of his spirit is still largely
unknown.” A moving and poignant love letter from a
daughter to a father, At Home with Muhammad Ali is
the untold story of Ali’s family legacy—a gift both
eternal and priceless.

Greatest of All Time
I'll tell you how I would like to be remembered: As a
black man who won the heavyweight title - Who was
humorous and never looked down on those who
looked up to him - A man who stood for freedom,
justice and equality - And I wouldn't even mind if folks
forgot how pretty I was. Muhammad Ali No one has
straddled the world of sport, politics and popular
culture as Muhammad Ali did. He was born in
Louisville in 1942 in an America where blacks were
subjected to a brutal apartheid and were treated as
second class citizens. He rose, through his boxing skill
and character, to become the most famous person in
the world at the time. He was most famous for styling
himself as 'The Greatest'. There is a consensus that
he was the greatest of boxers during an era of great
boxers. However, he was far more than that. He was a
very great man a moral leader, anti-war and fierce
opponent of racial prejudice. A career beyond boxing
as a black political leader, fighting for the rights of an
oppressed minority, seemed inevitable. Fate had
another twist however and Ali suffered from
Parkinson's Disease for 30 years, possibly
exacerbated by an extended boxing career. This
rendered his full potential as an advocate for black
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rights impossible. This book tells the story of a much
loved and complex man through his own words.
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